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In boasting of the pohtical influence
In The Streets - a highly praised and
definitive volume on revolutionary tactics of these new sorcerers, Theodore White
and strategies, published by Western observed in Life of June 9, 1967:
Islands. Mr. Allen, a former instructor of
both history and English, is active in
anti-Communist and other humanitarian
causes. Now a film writer, author, and

journalist, he is a Contributing Editor
to American Opinion. Gary Allen is
also nationally celebrated as a lecturer.

No political reporter travels the
campaign trail today without realiz
ing that backroom bosses are
steadily being pushed out by back
room professors who define the
issues, draw up position papers,

draft the speeches the candidates
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behind the throne. They were the court
intellectuals. While centuries have
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are still as important to dictators as
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"People in government are just
too busy to think up bold new
ideas," one White House staff mem

Such Planners are now to be found as
Presidential advisors, in government
bureaus, serving the foundations, and

operating from prestigious universities,
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the Los Angeles Times observed of their

but their prime habitat is the some four
hundred Think Tanks scattered across the
land like nuts on a birthday cake. These
are of course research centers, generally
staffed with dropouts from university
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ber said last week. In the last two

years, the mail-order idea process
has resulted in such proposals as the
1966 model cities program and the
1967 aid-to-children program that

included such projects as Head
Start.
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